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HOW CLO2 STOPS Herpes,

HIV & Aids?

Herpes (also known as the

Herpes Simplex Virus) is a viral

infection that causes sores on

the genitals and sometimes on

the mouth.

Human Immunodeficiency

Virus (HIV) is the virus that

causes  AIDS (Acquired immune

deficiency Syndrome) but they

are not the exact same thing.

Another way to look at it is to

say that you can get HIV which

can turn to AIDS in its latter

stages.  With HIV, the body’s

immune system is attacked and

where the infected individuals

experience things like fever,

chills, rashes, night sweats,

aches, sore throat, fatigue,

weight loss, diarrhea, yeast

infections, shingles and

pneumonia and more.

In the cases with Herpes, HIV

and AIDS, these are generally

considered to be spread through

the exchanging of bodily fluids

and/or sexual contact, which is

why they are called Sexually

Transmitted Diseases.

Herpes, HIV and Aids are

considered by Western

Medicine to be incurable.

However, after decades of

saying this, there are claims that

treatments are becoming

available in the past year or so.

Although these treatments are

still being tested, they are still

new and are probably not

inexpensive.

As Herpes, HIV and Aids relate

to Chlorine Dioxide, it is simple

to note that these 3 infections

are viral or virally related.  This

means that they can be

successfully destroyed with the

virus-killing capabilities of Clo2.

CHLORINE DIOXIDE IS A

SAFE VIRUS KILLER as long

as the dosages are correctly

measured and taken.  (See the

research articles at the end of

this document to learn more

about what modern medicine

hasn’t been teaching about

“virus killers”)

With Herpes, the simple

Protocol 1000, with MMS

is the common treatment.

If you are using the CDS version

of Clo2, Protocol C is the

method to eradicate it.  It may

require more than one round of

the 3-week protocols to

eliminate the infection

symptoms but it will work over

time.  (Example:  Protocol 1000,

maintenance dosage for several

weeks.  Then, another round of

Protocol 1000.  Repeat the cycle

until symptoms are gone).

With HIV/AIDS, there are

two different, yet intensive,

methods for treating them.  One

optional regimen is the

Protocol 2000 (using

MMS), which uses a mix of

Chlorine Dioxide AND

Hypochlorous Acid (which

comes from calcium

hypochlorite tablets).  I believe

that this protocol can be made

with the CDS-Protocol C and the

same hypochlorous acid but it

would need to be slightly

modified.  (Protocol C is a

10x/day dosage whereas the

Protocol 1000 is an 8x/day

dosage).

The other option with the

HIV/AIDS treatment is with

the Protocol 3000 (with

MMS), which includes topical

skin applications with the spray

bottle method using Clo2.

Again, this protocol can be done

with CDS using Protocol C and

Protocol D.
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TESTIMONIALS

(Unedited with Initials):

HERPES

(Claudio)

IT CURED MY ORAL HERPES

IN THREE WEEKS, AFTER

SUFFERING WITH IT FOR

ALMOST 20 YEARS...IT ALSO

CURE SOME WARTS THAT

MY DOG HAD IN HIS EYE. IT

WORKS, IT CURES AND IT IS

CHEAP, THAT'S WHY THE

BAD PROPAGANDA.

(Ceasar)

I got cure with MMS, herpes

gone, and my asthma as well.

Never had a cold or sore throat,

Big pharma don't want people to

know that, so they can't make

money with that.

(Ginalepa)

I have been using it and it’s

wonderful stuff.... this is a

miracle...it’s hard to find to

buy.... but guys this is a

something everyone should

have it.... I had huge herpes

zoster on my cheek ... within a

Few days everything was

gonna.... usually this size of

herpes takes at least 2 to 3

weeks to clear up.... I bought

even the books... originally from

Jim Humble.... guys this is

really miracle solution

(Perk)

I gave it to someone for Herpes

and it cured them...ijs I also

gave to another person who had

an abscess, it fixed the abscess

in 3 days!

(Dave)

I've lived with herpes for 33

years. In that time I learned a

lot about it, enough to know the

difficulty in trying to cure it.

Mainly, when inactive,the virus

manages to hide out in the

nerve ganglion at the base of our

spines, so eludes our bodies

efforts to find and kill it. When I

read about adding DMSO to

MMS (hence protocol 1000+) I

was intrigued as the DMSO is

apparently capable of carrying

the ClO2 into places it otherwise

can not reach. Herpes is also a

fragile virus, and a parasite.

That means it cannot survive

outside of a living cell, and just

about anything it comes in

contact with will kill it. It stands

to reason that, if the MMS can

reach it's hiding place, it could

seemingly kill it off for good.It

took a little while to get there,

but I managed to slowly work

my way up to full strength (3

drops every hour for 8 hours per

day) with MMS. I did not add

the DMSO at first, but once I

was at full strength for a bit, I

started adding it. I used a

kitchen timer for my reminder,

and did not miss a single dose

for the full 21 days. In fact, most

days I took an extra dose at the

end of the 8 hours, so many

days I took a 9th dose (27 drops

per day). That was more than 2

years ago, and there has not

been any signs or symptoms of

herpes since. I survived a

sunburn last summer, which

was a nearly certain trigger for

me before. I've also been eating

lots of nuts and taking protein

powder that is high in argenine

and still no signs or symptoms

at all. I may never know for sure

if this worked. If I ever do have

another outbreak, I will know it

did not work. If that ever

happens, I will come back to

this site and update this

testimonial if possible. The

MMS did a few other things for

me that I do know for sure. It

cured conjunctivitis which I'd

had since I was a child, and is

now completely gone. I'd also

started having some difficulties

with frequent urination, and

that is completely gone and back

to normal. I also saw some

improvement with arthritis that

has formed in my big toe, and

improvement in an old injury to

my knee. There is no doubt that

MMS is responsible for helping

and curing these other things in

me. Since there is no known test

for the virus itself, only time and

results will tell if this works for
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herpes. So far, it seems to have

worked for me.

21 Apr 2017 21:22 Post #55484I

promised to return to this site

and update this testimonial if I

ever did have another outbreak.

I am sorry to report that after 3

years of using MMS with DMSO

as I described above, and also

having done the same protocol a

2nd time for cleansing

purposes, I did end up having

another outbreak. I am still a

believer in MMS for many

diseases, and it did help me in

other ways, but as much as it

pains me to report, it has not

worked for me as a cure for

genital herpes. I've read

testimonials where it did seem

to work for others, so if you are

thinking of trying it for yourself,

this is not a reason to give up.

(Crissy)

Hi, I have been a long time

lurker, I think it's time to

discuss my experience. I caught

herpes from my ex, I first

discovered it when I had the

usual burning and itching but

this I could handle, the worst

part for me was the anxiety

attacks and low mood and

fatigue. With the first outbreak,

the load mood lasted a good

month.

I have always been very healthy

(body builder) and have always

watched what I put in my body.

That first outbreak was about 9

years ago, I had not had a single

issue with it until...

We had just purchased a house

that needs a lot of work, I

decided to step back from the

gym for 3 months, at the same

time I had a nasty scare, I had a

mole that might had become

cancerous, all of this negativity

caused me to become very

anxious and tired, that old

feeling starting to creep back, I

never really combined the two

until I had the outbreak, this

feeling lasted a week before I

decided to start on mms. I did

protocol 1000 for 3 weeks but

had some major issues, the

sickness and tiredness was just

to much. My mood had lifted

but I was still tired and had the

feeling that it was still lurking.

That's when I decided to really

tackle it.

I started using CDS on a hourly

basis, I found this a lot more

palatable with no side effects, I

then started on my usual gym

routine while taking 2 protein

shakes, creative, l carnatine and

l glutamine and BCAA's all of

the above help me train and

recover better.

I then looked from herbal

remedies that would support the

immune system, so I also took

kelp, orleander tablets and

curcumin 99. Within the first

week all symptoms had gone

and my mood was back to

normal. I have continued with

this routine for 6 weeks, my

plan is to go for 3 months.

What I have learnt is that your

body is so unique and likes

balance, wants it becomes

unbalanced and negativity

creeps in then you are opening

up yourself to all sorts of

problems. Nature and the evil

pharma companies have given

us some pretty awful viruses

and infections, but like our

bodies, nature also likes balance

and has given us all the cures we

need, if we know where to look.

I truly believe that we should be

looking at over rememdies that

work well with MMS.

(Danny)

I have been on the mms1 kit for

around 2 months now, curing

myself from the hsv2 virus. I

had a worst outbreak a few

weeks ago then I have ever had.

However, I know this happens

and it is sign of the virus getting

weak and leaving my body. And

it has healed up and I feel great.

(Janice)

I regularly got painful cold sores

on my lips, especially after a day

in the sun where the uv Ray's

broke down the immune system

In the skin. I always knew when

it was about to erupt into a

painful sore as the spot on the

lip became itchy. I decided to

dab some MMS on it as soon as
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I was aware it was happening.

The result was it didn't develop

into a blister and I saved myself

for an ugly sore. This was

several years ago and I'm happy

to say I seemed to have rid

myself of the Herpes virus as I

haven't had a cold sore for a

very long time even though I

have taken to much sun at times

and would normally have ended

up with a cold sore.

(Szilvia)

I would like to tell you guys

about my herpes cured story.

About 10 years ago I got herpes

from my ex. Usually I got

outbreaks every once in awhile.

But when I partied (alcohol)

before my period, almost always

had an outbreak. So after I

finished the Protocol 1000 I was

really excited to try it out if it

really cured my herpes or not ?

So I "partied" 2-3 times a month

and I made sure I had lots of

drinks before my period . I did

this for more then 4 months

now..And I am gladly telling you

that NO OUTBREAK AT ALL

!!!! I am sure it cured cuz back

then in this case I would have at

least 2 outbreaks in 4 months, if

I partied like crazy!!! The very

first day I started the Protocol , I

got an outbreak. It lasted abou

10-12 days. Every single day I

did spray protokoll at least 3-4

times a day and off course

drinking as the Protocol 1000

telling you. I couldn't have a

bath cuz we just changed the old

bath tub to a new shower, so I

couldn't do baths. But I guess

that was not a problem. OMG !!!

I still can NOT believe it !!!! I

was very scared to try I was

worried if it will come back, but

I kept partying cuz I wanted to

make sure if it really is gone.

And it is !!! THANK YOU

THANK YOU THANK YOU

THANK YOU FROM THE

BOTTOM OF MY HEART JIM

AND MARK AND JOSEPH !!!!

LIFE WOULD NOT BE THE

SAME WITHOUT YOU

HEALING HEROES !!!!! I WILL

BE FOREVER GRATEFUL FOR

WHAT YOU GUYS DOING !!!! I

am working on spreading the

news about MMS cuz I want

others heal too !!!!!!!! Lets

change the World !!! No more

sickness and stupid pharma lies

!!!! MMS is truly a MIRACLE !!!

AND YOU GUYS ARE

AMAHHHHZZZING - ZING -

ZING PEOPLE <3 GOD BLESS

YOU ALL !!! SENDING LOVE

FROM HUNGARY ,Szilvia

(Pat)

I wasnt sure what to do with my

genital warts, on my penis. One

stuck out the other was more

under the skin darker.

I realized I need to spot treat it

with a cotton swab and full

strenth MMS and DMSO.

After showers I would do 3

activated drops with no added

water in a small bowl. Id then

put a few drops of DMSO.

Id also load a glass spray bottle

with a similar solution but with

some water.

1. Daily dab the full strenth mix

on the two spots. It would burn

a bit later on. Did this daily.

After 4-7 days I noticed the wart

sticking out start to shrink but

also narrow in width, like it was

being "sqeezed".

2. Daily when i could, spray

more MMS + DMSO on the area

of the two warts for extra hits.

Like after i would pee id use the

spray bottle. Its been a month

and the warts are gone, maybe a

slight bump so its 99% gone.

Id been drinking MMS

sometimes but not often, so I

dont know how much of it

helped, but I know the DMSO

really boosted the penetration of

the mms into the wart area, no

pun. lol

So, dont give up hope. Just stay

on it and forget about it!

(AR)

I have lived with this

devastating and painfully

horrendous virus for 47 years.

After treatments with high
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strength CDS covering a period

not exceeding 3 months overall,

my genital herpes (HSV2) is

completely cured.

It is now over 18 months since

my treatment and not a sign of

the HSV2 virus have I seen in

that time. Previous attacks came

every 2 months as regular as

clockwork.

My story of how I succeeded

with this cure was far too long

for a testimonial, so in the

interests of providing some

really helpful feedback, and for

those who would like to know

the full story, it is 5 pages, I

have presented a document

which can be viewed at the

following link.

(More Detailed Testimonial)

My Story of CDS and the

ultimate final demise and

destruction

of the Genital Herpes Virus

(HSV2).

A long story by

“Ancient_Rider”.

For those of you who know

nothing about MMS your

starting point should be the

book by Jim Humble titled “The

Master Mineral Solution of the

Third Millennium”. My

document is based on the fact

you already have a good

grounding in MMS.

I contemplated considerably

about making a long story of

this, but given that many

testimonials are rather short,

one extra-long story should not

hurt. I believe that some aspects

of my story may just encourage

someone, also in such a

predicament, to have faith in the

MMS (CDS). I wanted to show

others that no matter how

difficult their situation, or what

turmoil herpes puts you

through, this treatment works.

The Road to genital herpes.

I am now, in 2015, in my 70th

year of age. At the ripe old age

of 25, in 1969, a one night stand

while I was backpacking

through South America, saddled

me with genital herpes. My

first attack was devastatingly

severe and painful, and being

travelling and on the road at the

time, made it more difficult.

After that first fateful attack I

never had another for 6 months,

this time while I was on the road

backpacking through Africa, but

two months after that, when I

returned to Australia the attacks

started coming every two weeks.

At that time (1971) doctors in

Australia knew nothing about it.

After being fed every antibiotic

in existence for several months

on end, I was eventually sent to

a specialist with gave me my life

sentence news, and told me

there is nothing more they can

do for me. At 27 years of age I

was totally devastated. This

started a cycle of total

depression from which I didn’t

emerge for many years.

The Bad Effects of the virus.

Genital herpes can effect

different people in different

ways, for myself that was in the

most triple severe category.

There are those who probably

think that this affliction is

nothing more than a few

inconvenient blisters. Well,

unless you have been saddled

with this debilitating problem

you really have no idea. As for

my attacks, they consisted of

severe and agonising pain and

swelling in the prostate, bladder

and rectum, also affected was

the skin with the nervous

system surrounding the pubic

region and thighs, becoming

agonising to touch, and quite

often attacking the sciatic nerve

down the right leg, so one

limped around for a week or

more unable to walk properly.

The severe itching followed the

initial pain 24 hours later,

affecting an area about 150mm

radius of the pubic region, an

itch which is impossible to

describe, and for which nothing

provided relief. And last of all

followed by the inevitable 10mm

to 15mm circle of painful

blisters, which usually appeared

on either the penis, scrotum or

in the pubic hairs. The blisters

of course, if you did not take

care of them, infection would

follow, and the lymphatic

system in the groin, would

become swollen and painful.
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And all of this would be coupled

with severe depression which

triggered every time an attack

came. All in all a great package.

At times, not many, three or

four that I can remember, the

attacks would lock themselves

into the pain syndrome without

ever leading to blisters or

finality of an attack. The longest

period I remember this

happening was some 9 months

in length and the pain never

subsided until another major

attack decided to eventuate and

put things back to the normal

horrid cycle.

In my first two years back home

after travelling, herpes, attacks

came every 2 weeks, no doubt

triggered by the severe

depression/stress cycle this

whole scenario had me locked

into. A nightmare, ten days to

get over one attack, four days of

peace and the next would start.

After that two year period I tried

very hard to come to grips with

my allotted course in life, and

the attacks levelled out at every

two months, as regular as

clockwork, and for the next 29

years maintained that two

month pace with the severity,

listed above, never lessening

over all that time.

My herpes caused cancer.

Then when I was 58, I was

diagnosed with cancer of the

rectum. Now as the rectum was

one of the most severely affected

areas with each attack, it was

always my considered opinion

that the cancer was caused by

the herpes virus and blisters in

the rectum that did not heal.

Not too difficult to come to that

conclusion given the severity of

the herpes attacks on the

rectum.

The inevitable and barbaric

chemotherapy and radiation

treatment, and I got through the

cancer, and from that time, after

cancer treatment, I went on to

suppression treatment with

aciclovir, three per day, to make

sure the attacks did not come

again. My thinking being, that if

I could stop the attacks then the

risks of cancer returning would

be minimised. Mind you at 58

that was the first time I ever

heard of aciclovir. Given the fact

that I was run a merry dance for

five years when I was a young

man, by doctors, who of course

told me it was incurable, but

always promised me hope, I

never discussed herpes with

any of them ever again, until

cancer diagnosis, when they told

me that herpes can kill you

when the immune system is

killed off by chemotherapy.

After that comment, the

decision to go on aciclovir at

that stage was pretty easy.

Bad generic drugs.

I was on aciclovir, three per day

for ten years with no attacks.

Then I changed to a generic

brand of aciclovir. After about a

month on that brand, the

herpes virus found a way to

start attacking again. I had it on

good authority after that, the

generic brands are poor quality

and not very good. They are

usually made cheaply in Asian

countries, and should be

avoided. In short the generic did

not work properly and allowed

the virus to evaluate a way

through the suppression. Even

though I went back on to

Zovirax (the original and the

best), the attacks, although very

minor, would come regularly.

The new attacks were rather

painful, could last for two weeks

or sometimes only for

twenty-four hours, but never

created the itching or blisters of

the original attacks, and

eventually went away.

Remember I was still on three

per day Zovirax. These attacks

mainly affected the bladder and

the prostate.

The Road to MMS (CDS).

I first heard of MMS in 2007 but

it was not until about 2013 that

I started realizing that some

people were having success with

the eradication of genital

herpes, as I was alerted by

emails from Genesis2Church. I

started following MMS much

more closely at that point.

My wife on the other hand,

about this time was told to have

root canal treatment for a tooth
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infection. As root canal is a fate

worse than death, and the only

other option is to remove the

tooth, she decided to try the

MMS. After six weeks of that

treatment the tooth problem

was solved. She returned to the

dentist who could no longer find

a problem with the tooth. (She

used the original MMS as

detailed in Jim Humble’s book.)

So at last we had our own

positive proof that MMS can

solve major infection problems.

But would it work on a virus,

and one that was as dastardly

and clever at hiding in the cells

as was genital herpes, that was

the big question?

My first treatment.

With my renewed minor virus

attacks continuing, and the

aciclovir not managing to

prevent them, I decided it was

time to do a course of MMS.

Living in a remote country

location and working outside

and away from my house mostly

every day, I was reluctant to get

involved with the MMS mixing

scenario. I also didn’t like the

idea of getting any type of

stomach problem while I

needed my health to keep

working, so I decided that CDS

was my best option. I purchased

some concentrated CDS,

24000PPM from a

Genesis2Church recommended

source in Australia, and

commenced to take the drops at

a dosage rate of one drop CDS

per one drop of the original

MMS directions. At that point I

stopped taking the aciclovir,

totally removing any protection

that they still provided. I quickly

pushed up to 8 drops per hour

and continued that dosage for

ten hours per day for ten weeks.

The herpes virus reacted rather

badly to the daily CDS giving me

medium pain attacks

occasionally, but never arriving

at the itching or blisters. Most

attacks lasted about 24 hours

and they were gone. After the 10

weeks I stopped the CDS and

waited to see what happened.

After several weeks, some minor

attacks appeared once again to

my disappointment. After a few

of these I figured I need to do

something else. I was not

prepared to give up, I wanted

this virus gone.

My second treatment.

About this time I was advised of

an alternate method of taking

the CDS. Approved or not I

don’t know, and I don’t really

care, I was ready for something

new. The instructions were to

take the course with as many

drops as you can stand, over a

two hour period instead of the

ten hours like I did in the first

ten week treatment. The

instructions were to take the

drops every fifteen minutes for

two hours. Two hours sounded

good to me as I was always back

in the house in later afternoons,

so I made my two hours from

2:00pm to 4:00pm. I thought

this a good time relative to the

fact that lunch was over and the

body would not be craving food

and would be in a better

position to fully absorb the CDS

and move that quickly into the

bloodstream. I quickly got my

drops up to six per fifteen

minute period, but with the

fifteen minute time frame could

not get them higher. I did this

for three full weeks. I did find

the fifteen minute time interval

somewhat difficult, you felt

rather bloated with fluid, and

the taste of the drops started to

become annoying. (Please note

not as annoying as the original

MMS.) I did however find that

the drops were more palatable if

I took them in cold water from

the fridge. You were always glad

when 4:00pm arrived but it

took a long time coming, but a

nice cold beer about an hour

and a half later washed the

events from my mind.

On reflection after my first ten

week CDS treatment, I now

believe the perceived attacks

after that first course of CDS

were simply harmonic

reflections of the original

herpes virus winding its way

out of the energy spectrum.

Perhaps I did not need the

second course, who knows, but

as the virus is completely gone
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I’m not sorry I tackled that

second course, better to be sure.

It may have completely faded

away without the second course

but my theory at that time was

that it was still in my system.

Alternate applications.

During the first ten week course

I added two other methods to

apply as much pressure as I

could to the eradication of the

virus. First one was from

information I received from

Genesis2Church, and that was

using a mixture of MMS and

DMSO in water and rubbing

that on the lower spine. I

managed a few applications of

that but in the end my skin

reacted badly to that mixture

breaking into severe itching so I

abandoned that treatment after

two separate attempts.

The second was from

information I noted from the

Genesis2Church Forums, and

that was that some people were

suggesting the hot and cold

shower treatment on the lower

spine shocked the virus out of

its hiding place. That method

was to take the hot water, as hot

as you can stand for as long as

you can stand, on the lower

spine, then hit it with the cold

water. I used that hot and cold

water treatment quite a few

times. I have no idea of how

much, or how little, these

additional methods helped, but

any method had to be better

than none in view of what I was

trying to remove.

The shower treatment seemed

to have a reaction to that action

from the virus, with what I felt

was some pain and annoyance

on the following days after the

hot and cold treatment. I can

perhaps assume from this that

the virus got disturbed popped

out of its cell into the

bloodstream and got hit on the

head with the CDS. (Perhaps.)

I thought it was worth the try

and looking at the final results I

don’t know which one helped

the best but I guess they all

worked together as the final

results was a positive cure.

Good results, genital herpes

cured.

I finished that second course

many months ago, and have not

seen the slightest sign of the

genital herpes virus since. At

time of this writing November

2015, it has now been over

eighteen months since I finished

all treatments and not a sign of

genital herpes attacks have I

had in that time. And I state

here, in that time since, I have

encountered some emotional

turmoil that in the past would

have always triggered a herpes

attack. I do believe with

absolute certainty, for the first

time in 47 years I am now clear

of the herpes virus. Overjoyed

in not really good enough to

describe it. This virus totally

ruined my life, at times I

wonder how I kept going. But at

least now I can contemplate my

later years and plan future

events, knowing full well I am

not going to be saddled with an

attack at a time you would least

want one, which usually

happened.

The problem with a genital

herpes life sentence is that it is

not the type of problem to even

discuss with anyone, so telling

people my problem was never

an option that was going to be

accepted. This was very much

an alone path to walk. Also

considering the mentality of

most of society, where genital

herpes is primarily the source

of great jokes from low types

who have no idea of what a

person with it goes through.

This virus is taking over the

world and the number of people

who have contracted it is

enormous. Never a word do you

hear from the media regarding

protection and avoidance of this

horrendous monster.

Final summary.

I occasionally consult an

alternate practitioner and he

has also confirmed that the

herpes virus is no longer

resident in my system. That was

my opinion before I asked him,

he simply confirmed my

assessment. I have no intention

of getting a blood test to prove

the finding, I hate doctors at the
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best of times, I don’t really care

who believes me, I know it is

gone forever, and I’ll leave it to

doctors to keep prescribing

aciclovir to poor unfortunates,

keep them ignorant and in the

dark, keep telling them it is

incurable and keep Big Pharma

in the style to which they have

become accustomed. Big

Pharma will not be happy as I

am no longer on their expensive

drugs.

I hope someone can gain from

my story and realize that no

matter how difficult the path is,

or has been, and how bad the

attacks are, that all you need to

do is persist with MMS (CDS)

and it will be gone. I for one

have considerable faith in CDS

above standard application

MMS, and would use no other

in any further treatment I

undertake for whatever in the

future. In the end I could not

believe how simple it really was

to eradicate this monster after

all this time. What I find really

sad and annoying is, that I could

have had a marvellous life not

overshadowed by this viral

monster, but alas all we had

were doctors telling us it was

incurable, there was no MMS or

Jim Humble back then. And to

Jim Humble I can only say

“Thank You” for your efforts in

making this knowledge public.

I’ve always been a very

anti-drug person, I can still

count on two hands the number

of headache or pain killers I

have taken in my life. I never

took pain killers with my

herpes attacks primarily due to

my hatred of drugs, I learned to

tolerate the pain and the itch. I

was glad to say goodbye to the

aciclovir and I take no other

doctors drugs and don’t intend

to start. Sadly too many people

are up to their eyeballs with

drugs and are afraid to dump

them in favour of MMS. If

people could realise just what a

Band-Aid measure drugs are,

they would stop taking them

and search out the real reasons

for their malady. The system has

people lured into the false

reality that they cannot go on

living without all these drugs

and the help of doctors. Alas too

many people live in the vain

hope that all they have to do is

go to a doctor, get a prescription

for some drug or other, and all

their problems will just

disappear. That is not the

answer.

On the last positive note, I did

have two wives and three

children, none of whom never

caught the virus. Believe me,

you don’t know the meaning of

vigilance until you go through

the routine of making sure you

don’t pass it on.

To all of you that have this virus,

think long and hard, don’t

hesitate any longer, and start on

MMS (CDS) without delay. And

if you don’t like the taste of

MMS and if you don’t like being

ill from MMS, I strongly suggest

you consider CDS. I never got ill

or had diarrhoea once, the taste

is much more pleasant and

fairly easy to take, especially in

cold water. And in consideration

of the very strong solution of

CDS that I used that was

extremely effective in removing

this virus, I strongly suggest you

get hold of some of that without

delay.

(Adrian)

My wife doesn't write in English

really well and has asked me to

write this testimonial. At the

time of this writing, she has

been taking the Protocol 115

(unofficial code) for one week.

Four years ago, my wife (now 47

years old, Asian) went to see a

dermatologist for a persistent

bump on her chin that kept

coming back and spreading.

After seeing countless

dermatologists over that four

year period and taking

numererous antibiotics,

antifungal, antiparasites,

antiviral, accutane, the

condition continue to worsen.

These drugs cannot be taken

forever, because they eventually

will damage her kidney and

liver. The bumps continue to

spread fo her cheeks all the way

to the skin around the eyes .
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They are throbbing and painful

so he must take Tylenol (pain

killer) twice a day.

At the end, the doctor always

use an immunosuppresant

drugs (cyclosporine, or

prednisone in the past) to treat

her condition. Doctors use

cyclosporine to treat transplant

patients to weaken the body's

immune system so it won't

reject the new organ. They

shouldn't use this drug if the

disease is caused by bacteria,

virus, etc. since this drug is

actually weaken her immune

system. So this drug only treats

her symptoms (inflammation on

her skin and not the cause) and

may actually worsen it but the

problems are no known

solutions after trying numerous

different drugs.

Below is a list of the diagnosis

her doctors have given her over

the four years period (listed

chronologically):

acne, hsv-1, impetigo, rosacea

fulminan/pyoderma faciale,

follucilities.

Below is a list of medications

she has taken:

- antiobiotics: keflex, dapsone,

clindamycin, minocycline,

doxycycline, ciprofloxacin,

azithromycin.

- antiviral: acyclovir, valtrex.

- steroids: prednisone, kenalog

injection, desonide, clobetasol

- immunosuppresant:

cyclosporine

- antifungal: fluconazole

- antiparasites: ivermectin

- other: accutane, protopic

This disease really changes her

life and my life as well. She

couldn't go out because these

bumps don't look like a regular

acne at all and more like an

infection. We spent our vacation

days visiting doctor's office.

When she go out, she must

cover her face. They also

biopsied her face four time by

taking a chunk of her skin and

found nothing under the

microscope. When she has

severed flare up and feeling

despair and hopeless, she talked

of suicides because her once

beautiful face is now ruined and

the doctors don't know how to

cure it.

So, this year, the disease is

almost untreatable with those

drugs and starting two months

ago, she has been taking a

cocktail of these medicines

together daily: 1000 mg of

Keflex (antibiotic), 1000 mg

Valtrex (antiviral), Accutane 60

mg (synthetic vitamin A, very

potent and dangerous drug at

high dose like this since my wife

only weighs 95 lbs / 45 kg), and

cyclosporine 200 mg

(immunosuppressant). The

disease continues to come back

and the doctor two weeks ago

told my wife that he will take a

biopsy again on the skin next to

her left eye the next time she

visits him. This will leave a

permanent scar on her face. She

already had one on her chin

(taken four years ago).

So, I kept on searching for

alternative solution and found a

video on youtube about MMS.

My wife intially was skeptical

and at the end decided to try it

after seeing MMS cure my dog

of her urinary tract infection

condition. My dog was peeing

all over including on the seat of

my car and there was blood on

her pee. She was cured in two

days.

So, I went to mmsinfo.org and

asked a question there for help.

Charlotte helped me with the

knowledge. She was very kind

and responded to my questions

with patience and quickly. She

taught me how to create CDS

using the overnight method and

pointed to me to try Protocol

101 (using CDS for 8 hours

period). On the night my wife

took her first CDS, she felt

stomach ache in the morning.

So she stopped for a day and

tried again. The bumps

continued to worsen slowly and

the pain was still there. Maybe

because it's been for a few days

but then Charlotte mentioned of

Protocol 115 to be considered.

So I started giving my wife 10

ml of CDS (2500 ppm) in 16 oz

water and asked her to drink 2

oz of it every 15 minutes for 8

times (all within 2 hours). The
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effects were fast: the pain was

gone over night. The bumps are

shrinking (about 20% each day)

and within a week, it is almost

flat (about 10% left). Please use

this dose only if you are familiar

and knowledgable about MMS.

The MMS gives us hope and so

far it is working for her. She

now can go out and laugh more.

We cannot say that she is cured

now because it's been only a

week, and this disease in the

past always returns. However

MMS does improve her skin

condition now while all of those

expensive and high-risk

medicines could not do. I felt

compelled to write this

testimonial early in case others

have similar skin problems and

can benefit from it.

Thank you Jim Humble,

Charlotte, and all those people

who made the testimonials. You

have given hope to the hopeless

and eliminate sufferings of the

sick and their family.

Thank you,

Adrian

(Shekhar)

My mother had unbearable pain

in leg as she had an attack of

Shingles / Herpes Zoster. She

had very little knowledge of

protocols. Yet she took six drop

doses three times a day for three

days. The consequent over

reaction was unavoidable but

the inflammation of the nerves

was gone with just light tingling

sensation remaining on the

fourth day. This is a miracle

given that others with similar

condition wouldn't want to live

with the pain. This is without

any prescription pain killers or

anti-virals.

(Tim)

For those of you who can't avoid

getting re-infected (ornery

spouse), or who have a nasty

strain of herpes that regularly

comes back I have found that a

solution of Ca hypochlorite of

1/4 tsp per 16-20 fl oz of water

used via Q-tip cotton swab onto

tingling areas (signaling the

potential approach of blisters)

such as in or around nostrils,

corner of lips, around and in

eyes (stings a little but never

hurt my eyes), has when used

morning and evening stopped it

from developing further, taken

the irritation out, and caused it

to subside quickly, ...esp. when

an adult takes 15-20 alfalfa

tablets, chews up and washes

down with lemonade or

grapefruit juice at same time.

This same solution makes a very

effective tooth and tongue

brushing solution. ...have used it

for going on 2 years now. ...Not

for swallowing.

Water-pik -ing using a little of

the solution in the pik water

does a good job of cleaning out

most infections holed up in

crevices. ...for stubborn

infections I have found a touch

of 2% iodine at base of infected

tooth (hold mouth open and spit

out, after a minute rinse out

with water) the iodine will

knock things the MMS 2

solution can't ...that is my

experience. If done right it won't

do anything but help clear out

bad microbes.  ...these might

not be the best solutions for a

person with a mouth ful of

amalgams... but what is.

(Gage)

I was diagnosed with Herpes

about 4 months ago and that

was probably the hardest news

for me to hear. I felt dirty and

untouchable. I went home and

told my partner and my parents

immediately.

I knew my dad was taking MMS

for other health reasons, but I

had no clue about what all the

amazing things that MMS could

help your body fight off. My dad

bought me the book and a

couple of bottles of MMS to get

me started. I am happy and

proud to say that I got a blood

tests two months later and I

tested negative. I didn't take it

for two months, I followed the

protocol, but it took me about 2

months to get the courage to see

if what I had done worked.
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I am amazed by MMS and the

issues that it helps your body

with. When I was dealing with

herpes, I also had bacterial

vaginosis and a yeast infection,

all of which cleared up. I could

not have gotten through all of

this without my dad and

without this MMS water

purification. I refused to accept

that this is something that I

would have for life and I'm so

happy that there was something

that could help me.

Thank you Jim for discovering

this amazing treatment and

thank you to everyone else who

has taken the risk to help others

all over the world.

(Rick)

After dealing with this issue for

quite a while and tried a

topically applied 28% sodium

chlorite solution...(as used to

make MMS). Using this cleared

up several areas of active

"lesions" in 2-3 days or so.

Application seems to react

strongly to these areas...causing

itching...causing some areas to

turn a lighter color...then

causing redness. Probably best

to keep application down to 2xs

per day or so. Do not apply right

before bed...since you might not

sleep due to the itching. After

the redness subsides...the

"lesions" dry up and skin

gradually returns to normal.

This also seems to work with

"lesions" that are more deep

seated and aren't active...but

also won't go away....though this

takes more time.

Strangely enough...application

to areas of the skin not involved

causes almost no reaction.

The only other remedies that

seemed to work have been tea

tree oil and Dermatox...both of

which seem to repress the

issue...but not clear it. Have also

been using both of these along

with the sodium chlorite.

Cautions: Doesn't seem to help

ones hair....so use it in your hair

with caution. Obviously...keep it

away from eyes. Test in a small

area first?

That this issue was shingles has

not been verified...but I had

chicken pox as a child and I'm in

the age bracket when it most

occurs.

(Tobias reporting on GPW)

"It was requested by the Mother

of my Daughter to come and

assists with her healing of

Herpes simplex (lips).

It had become uncontrolable

and was spreading around the

mouth area.

Approximatly half of the mouth

was covered in large unsightly

scabs, alive and tingling.

I set to work with MMS, i made

a Solution at the advised 1:5

ratio of 3:15 drops mixed with

water in a tea-cup.

My daughter, very maturly

applied this to the area every

half hour as requested.

She also took one drop to five

mixed with water internaly

(drinking).

The results were obvious within

twelve hours.

The moist tingling of herpes

had reduced and the drying-out

process had began.

At 24 Hours, the tingling had

reduced to 20%. The continued

healing was obvious.

At 48 Hours, the vague

rememberance of this irritating

out of control “virus” merely

lingered and the scabs had dried

up and fallen away.

At 72 Hours the Problem was

solved and Herpes completely

gone!

Continued one drop-to-five

maintanance Dose for seven

days, as immune system

booster."
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(Casey)

After years without an outbreak,

I woke up with the telltale itch.

At first I thought it was a spider

bite on my butt. It didn't take

long to figure out I was having a

genital herpe outbreak.  First I

took out the pharmaceutical

creme I had stowed away,

applied it and low and behold

here come two more lesions

popping out. I kept putting the

creme on hoping that would

help since my last outbreak I

tried everything from tea trea

oil, oregano oil, bentonite clay

etc etc.  and it lasted for weeks.

Well this all started on a

Tuesday morning, by

Wednesday morning herpes #

4 & 5 were appearing then I

remembered the MMS that was

hidden way back on the shelf.

Gratefully, I got on the web site

to get the recipe.  I couldn't wait

to read through everything so I

just did 6 drops and 1/4 tsp

apple cider vinegar with some

water and slammed it. Thursday

morning Herpe #1 was dried up.

#'s 2&3 were red marks and 4&5

were gone.  I got right back on

the website and caught up with

all that is happening and I AM

BACK!  FULL TILT!!  Facebook,

emails, I'm joining the church.  I

will preach. I will take the test.  I

will continue to fight for health

FREEDOM.  I am writing to my

congressmen and to my political

party (Libertarian) to let them

know what is going on with this

ludicrous FDA lawsuit against

these Health Freedom Warriors!

STAND UP FOR WHAT YOU

BELIEVE IN... EVEN IF YOU

ARE STANDING ALONE! Peace

begins with me.  One other note,

God Bless You Jim Humble!

When your time comes; You

sure have earned yourself a high

place up there in heaven!

Thank you!

(Sunni)

My cat was diagnosed with

herpes in her eye. It would get

infected and she'd get crust all

around it. Sometimes it would

be really bad. I had to pay $80

each time to take her to the vet

and she would get an antibiotic

cream and that would heal it for

maybe a month. I started giving

her activated MMS. I would

activate one drop, then add

water and squirt a little bit in

her mouth. I started with one

dose, but would then do

multiple doses in a day (but not

stronger, just more doses).

Within 4 weeks her eye was

healed. Not only did the pus

stop, but both her eyes became

very bright and clear. She also

lost weight. She was a little fat,

and she slimmed down to what

the vet called a healthy weight

for an indoor cat.

That was 4 years ago. She's still

very healthy and her eye

infection never came back! The

vet refuses to believe that she's

"healed" and told me that

herpes can lie dormant for a

long time and then suddenly

flare up. I doubt that's the case!

(Gene)

I was suffering from herpes

encephalitis infection, and also

herpes wounds on the skin

around my eyes.  This was going

on for about a year, and nothing

could help me it seemed.

Within days of using MMS the

herpes around my eyes

disappeared.  Within a couple of

weeks the herpes encephalitis

infection was gone.  I used the

MMS 1000 protocol.  I started

at one drop, and worked my way

of to 3 drops every hour (6-8

times a day).  I would like to add

that in my experience doing

many small doses of MMS every

day seems much more effective

than a few large doses.

As you know, herpes

encephalitis is a very serious

condition.  I was very sick.  I

tried everything conventional

medicine and alternative

medicine could offer. Some

remedies did offer some

temporary comfort, but only

MMS could cure me, believe it

or not!
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I am now several months

without any symptoms.

I would like to thank Jim

Humble for his mission and

having given me my life back.

Thank you.

(Kitty)

I had a cold sore coming on

although I didn't realize it at the

time b/c I was taking MMS, so

my only indication was that my

right nostril looked a bit red and

a wee bit swollen. I finished my

21 day protocol in the meantime

with no other discomfort or

indicators around the nostril.

The other day when I looked in

the mirror I noticed what looked

like fresh skin with a little bit of

old skin sloughing off.....I

thought "that's odd, it looks like

what it does when I have had a

cold sore when new skin

appears after meds and 10 days

of treatment." I completely

believe that MMS arrested the

development of that cold sore! I

have had them in and around

my nose on and off for about

10+ years. I know after all that

time what it feels like coming on

(tingling, red, then the

appearance of bumps and then

full blown...omg!! right?) Well,

not this time. I swear MMS

worked! I even went so far as to

spray some on the site to speed

recovery & that works too!

(Vic)

I contracted a cold sore

(herpes simplex 1) while on

vacation. Luckily I packed my

spray bottle and DMSO (70/30)

dropper with me. I used the

spray protocol and did it every

day for five days 8 hours a day. I

cured my self by the fifth day! I

experience very little discomfort

and I believed it accelerated the

healing process. I have not had

a recurrent outbreak since.

MMS 1 Works!

(Ken)

Just wanted to share our most

recent healing experience with

MMS.

My wife broke out with

"Shingles" of all things.

Shingles comes from the

Chickenpox virus as a child and

lies dormant in the body until

later in life when a person's

immune system is weakened.

Then it breaks out.  I think they

have trigger elements in our

environment to cause these

outbreaks; as with many viruses

men have made for evil

purposes of greed, manipulation

and control (but that's another

subject).

However, we searched the

internet to make certain of what

it was compared to symptoms

and visible photos. We stated

building her immune system up

by diet and I had some

homeopathic pain lotion for the

pain.  Pain seemed to be

horrible to my wife.  The pain

was reduced and kept to a

minimum with the pain lotion.

We followed some natural ways

of dealing with the shingles and

it helped a lot.  We were getting

good results and the outbreak or

spread had stopped.  The listers

were still full and tight visibly.

And then I remembered the

stories of malaria in your book

that I purchased.  I said, if MMS

can kill this virus in a couple of

days, surely it will work to kill

this shingles virus.  So, I

discussed it with my wife and

she agreed to take it, instead of

going to the doctor.  So, I

started her a regiment of 5

drops in the morning, 5 drops in

the evening and 5 drops before

going to bed.  I didn't want to

make it any stronger, because

she hates the taste and I

certainly didn't want her to be

discouraged in anyway.  The

blisters begin to shrink and

dried up.  We knew the shingles

were licked.  We went to 5 drops

in the morning and 5 drops

before bed.  This is shortened

for time sake.  But the whole

process was just a few days for

the blisters to stop and dry up.

Because of what I read about the

dormant nature of this virus, we

decided to do the drops for a
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few days after all symptoms

went away.

(Megan)

Every now and then when I

slept badly or was in a weak

condition, I used to get

SHINGLES.

Terrible spot the size of making

a circle between my thumb and

indexfinger covered in blisters

and with a terrible pain.For

weeks at end I would suffer

from the burning sensation.

Now my mother gave me 4

drops of activated MMS1 every

hour for 6 times the first day.

Then I became nauseous and

cut back to 1 drop every hour

the second day.

But then the third day the

SHINGLE-spot was dried up

already!!!! I am elated.

Now I use protocol (MMS)1000

to attack the rest of my diseases.

Praise God. I am so happy. It

truely is a miracle mineral

provided by the Lord.

(Brian)

I have taken MMS  for 18 month

at 6 drops twice per day. I do

not have any mouth ulsers or

herpes outbreaks anymore! I

also noticed I sleep much better

and breath much better.though

it has not cured me of my

fibromyalgia it has helped. I will

try the DMSO with MMS1 very

soon for several months.

My brother had a bad case of

intestinal flu for a week and

popped over one day, I

said,"Give this MMS a try!". He

took 2 drops and went straight

home. He phoned me back 20

mins later saying all his

discomfort had gone somehow.

So he came over for some more

just in case but he ever needed

anymore.

(Christo)

About 6 months ago I was

searching for some kind of

relief/cure? for genital herpes

for my wife and myself. I have

been suffering from herpes

outbreaks for 18 years and gave

my wife the gift that keeps on

giving last year and she has

been miserable with almost non

stop outbreaks:( It sure has

taken its toll on our sex life. I

stumbled across mms surfing

the net and immediately bought

the video, the book and the

product. We both started with

morning and night applications,

starting with 1 drop and

working our way up to 15 drops,

each day adding another drop.

When we go to 13-15 drops it

was way to hard (diarrhea,

abdominal cramping, loss of

energy, and for me hot flashes,

crazy sweating all the time). We

backed down to 10 drops in the

morning and 10 at night for a

month straight. I admit we did

miss a couple here and there but

we we persistent. Honestly, we

stopped after that because I got

tired of the hot flashes and low

energy. After stopping all our

symptoms mentioned above

returned to normal.

Now from the info I read on the

net, it is recommended you take

15 drops twice a day for a month

the herpes virus is close to the

surface of the skin and you need

to reach the point of saturation.

Bottom line is I am cured, my

wife still continues to get

outbreaks and we are beginning

another month and a half long

treatment. It has been close to 5

months and I have not had one

outbreak, which is a huge

breakthrough. It is worth all the

weird side effects to be free of

that ugly beast called herpes.

(Ananda)

"A little update on the herpes2.

well after the 3 or 4 days of the

tingling feeling and the

sensations of a sore that never

came out, i am happy to report

that not only was there no

breakout but now, for me, as my

husband, the tingling and any

sensation has stopped also...

...looks like the herpes was not

allowed to do its thing with us

this time! thanks to mms.
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before mms, on the average, i

had a hsv2 breakout about 2x a

month --- sometimes

1---sometimes 3

--- but i have always, like

clockwork, had a breakout

during my period or right after,

so it will be interesting to see

what happens in 2 or so weeks

when my menses comes.

i uped my dose from 5 drops 2x

a day to 5 drops 3x a day rather

than increasing the # of drops--

b/c i still get a little nauseas

with 6 drops or over ---but i

seem to be fine with 5drops 3x a

day the last two days.

i also wanted to mention that i

feel a bit more clear in my head

(brain fog for years)and i have

less headaches. much of the

stiffness and aches(especially in

my neck and legs) have

vanished since being on mms.

also, in the mornings i used to

feel like i was hit by a truck

when i woke up ---but now i feel

like i was only hit by a bike. its

pretty amazing that all this

happened only since jan 1st

2008 --- that much occurred for

me in about a two week time

frame! i used almost every type

of holistic/natural/alternative

health kick out there for over 15

years, and never have i had a

shift like this in such a short

period of time! ...and all for 25

bucks! --- i have spent

thousands and thousands.

i have never felt this impressed

with a supplement in all my 15

years of being on this path!

not to say that much of what i

have done did not help me

alot...it really did! but not so

OBVIOUSLY and QUICKLY as

the mms! i also know i have a

long way to go still and i have to

continue with many of the

things i have been using (green

superfoods,vit/mineral supps./

herbs,probiotics, healthy

foods/etc. etc.).

I really want to thank JIM

HUMBLE. he is making me a

better mother for my children.. i

hope he knows how many he

has touched!

well,thanks for listening

HIV/AIDS

(Chrissy)

MMS is not toxic - presentation

of study and treatment results

from a Malawi hospital (HIV /

AIDS, if this virus exists, but

the symptoms are present);

from June 2009 to March 2010,

more than 800 people were

treated; Improvement after 5

days; secondary diseases such as

cancerous growths could also be

alleviated; (Of the 800 people,

40 also had cancer, 50 had no

sensation in the arms and legs, 5

had heart problems, other

hepatitis C and malaria); these

diseases have been cured; HIV

disappeared completely in 1

patient) - Criticism: HIV test is

based on antibodies, but these

are also present in the body

after healing; consequently,

people are treated unnecessarily

against HIV) - MMS does not

release chlorine - MMS also

eliminates heavy metals - The

chlorine dioxide formed

remains active in the body for

only 1.5 hours - Areas of

application of chlorine dioxide:

bleaching of paper, water

treatment in cities, spray for fish

at fish markets ( after Hurricane

Katrina, dishes and furniture

were cleaned of microorganisms

in a tent using MMS) - Already

discovered in 1980 that chlorine

dioxide kills parasites in the

blood - Pharmaceutical industry

is observing patent applications

(1990 and 1993, 2 patent

applications that HIV and

cancer can be cured using MMS;

these were naturally rejected) -

Vitamin C neutralized MMS

(therefore do not use both

together; do not use juices with

vitamin C to drink MMS) -

There are at least 10 other

chemical substances that work
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like MMS - One speaks of MMS

1 and MMS 2 (in capsule form) -

Invention of MMS 2 ": The

neighbor of Humble and he

even have pool cleaner drinking;

in this way prostate cancer

disappeared; MMS 2 produces

hypochlorous acid, which

strengthens the immune

system. 2 About the lecture: -

MMS is not toxic - Presentation

of study and treatment results

from a hospital in Malawi (HIV

/ AIDS, if this virus exists, but

the symptoms are present);

from June 2009 to March 2010,

more than 800 people were

treated; Improvement after 5

days; secondary diseases such as

cancerous growths could also be

alleviated; (Of the 800 people,

40 also had cancer, 50 had no

sensation in the arms and legs, 5

had heart problems, other

hepatitis C and malaria); these

diseases have been cured; HIV

disappeared completely in 1

patient) - Criticism: HIV test is

based on antibodies, but these

are also present in the body

after healing; consequently,

people are treated unnecessarily

against HIV) - MMS does not

release chlorine - MMS also

eliminates heavy metals - The

chlorine dioxide formed

remains active in the body for

only 1.5 hours - Areas of

application of chlorine dioxide:

bleaching of paper, water

treatment in cities, spray for fish

at fish markets ( after Hurricane

Katrina, dishes and furniture

were cleaned of microorganisms

in a tent using MMS) - Already

discovered in 1980 that chlorine

dioxide kills parasites in the

blood - Pharmaceutical industry

is observing patent applications

(1990 and 1993, 2 patent

applications that HIV and

cancer can be cured using MMS;

these were naturally rejected) -

Vitamin C neutralized MMS

(therefore do not use both

together; do not use juices with

vitamin C to drink MMS) -

There are at least 10 other

chemical substances that work

like MMS - One speaks of MMS

1 and MMS 2 (in capsule form) -

Invention of MMS 2 ": The

neighbor of Humble and he

even have pool cleaner drinking;

in this way prostate cancer

disappeared; MMS 2 produces

hypochlorous acid, which

strengthens the immune system

(for MMS 2 see

www.jim-humble-mms.de/mms

2/index.php) Introduction to

MMS2 OK, what is MMS2?

(www.jim-humble-mms.de/mm

s2/einfuehrung/index.php)

Which chemical substance is

hypochlorous acid in the body?

It is also used in swimming

pools, it is called - swimming

pool chlorine. BUT it really is

NOT chlorine. It is a special

substance that is used to

"create" calcium hypochlorite.

People are used to being told

that you can get the pool

sanitized with chlorine, but it's

not really the scientific fact. It's

just easier to explain it to people

this way. The scientific facts are

that no free chlorine is added to

the pool. The pool is actually

disinfected with hypochlorous

acid. A bag of 78% calcium

hypochlorite (about a pound)

costs less than $ 5 dollars in the

United States. You can buy it in

any pool supply store, but don't

buy any chlorine, it must be

calcium hypochlorite. Quite

rightly, when it gets into the

pool water, it immediately

changes to hypochlorous acid. It

is not the same as chlorine in

water, not at all. Other

chemicals change to chlorine,

but not calcium hypochlorite. It

changes to HOCl (it's the

chemical formula for

Hypochlorous Acid). It is a

combination of hydrogen,

oxygen, and chlorine. Like table

salt, it has chlorine in it, but it

reacts far differently than

chlorine.

(Anon)

HIV CURED! Just came in but

this was from 2009!

(Anon)

Back in 2014 I was deliberately

infected with the HIV virus by a

vindictive former girlfriend who
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lured me into a sexual

encounter a year after our

breakup. After the encounter

she gleefully informed me of her

status and for me to quote"have

a nice life". Subsequently 6

months later I was tested after

experiencing many of the classic

symptoms and was found to be

positive. Doctors immediately

insisted that I start taking a

battery of PI's, and NRTI's

which do not cure the disease

and have many life shortening

side effects. It was at this point

that I applied the MMS1

protocol which immediately

addressed my symptoms and I

have been healthy and strong

ever since.I deliberately avoided

being retested until recently by

my primary care physician who

stated," after applying a series of

tests, your results are negative

for HIV-1 RNA......HIV 1 AB

and HIV 2 AB are all negative.

You are clear to give blood just

keep this record handy for

future reference". Needless to

say, I am grateful to God for His

mercy in sending this solution

to me in such a timely fashion. I

have never shared my story with

anyone until now. Today I use

MMS for a lot of things and

have relieved suffering among

family and friends. Believe me

MMS WORKS!!!!!! By the way, I

live in a large city in the

southeast United States.

(Anon)

You may remember me from 2

weeks ago when I wrote to you

about my predicament with my

HIV results. I realized when I

read the book that I was taking

protocol 1000+ wrongly and

immediately started following

what the book says. Guess

what???! Just about 12 days of

taking the protocol as the book

says, I am undetectable!!! I am

very happy thank you!!!!!!!!

(Fatima)

You may remember me from 2

weeks ago when I wrote to you

about my predicament with my

HIV results then you ended up

sending me a book.

I realized when I read the book

that I was taking Protocol 1000

Plus wrongly and immediately

started following what the book

says. Guess what???! Just about

12 days of taking the protocol as

the book says, and I am

undetectable!!! (Free of HIV)

Kindly refer to the attachment

showing the test results I just

did. I am very happy-thank

you!!!!!!!!

I am thinking to still finish the

21 days then start taking

maintenance doses.

Here are some of the things I

was doing wrong before I got

the book:

I was initially mixing the MMS

and activator then I would wait

3 minutes (which I now know

that waiting that long weakened

the MMS1) then I would add the

DMSO then wait an additional 3

minutes, then I would add

water. The book says to mix the

DMSO after adding water.

I would also mix all the 8 doses

for the entire day and put them

in a container which I would

drink all day which now I know

will further weaken the MMS.

I also drank coconut water on

some occasions--did not know it

cancels out the MMS. Also I

would half of the time use boiled

tap water for the mixture

instead of mineral water. I

learned from the book that not

all bottled water is ok to use as

some of it contains chlorides

and other chemicals that would

cancel out the effectiveness of

the MMS.

In addition, I would eat a whole

big meal while taking the MMS

but after reading the book I got

to know that it's better to eat

smaller portions and also to

space the meals at least 20 to 30

minutes after taking the MMS

and before doing so.

So as you can see it was a whole

lot of wrongs I did. After I got

the book I followed Protocol

1000 Plus correctly according to

the book and was well in 12

days.
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(Sophy)

It was 2003, when I was tested

HIV Positive. In that time I was

pregnant with my first child. In

December 2004, I gave birth to

a healthy boy. At that time, I

was taking the booster only.

In 2010, I started to get very

sick. I took three months sick

leave to recover.

I started to take ARV’s in 2011

but I was still very sick. My CD4

count was 130.

I started taking MMS in July

2011 and I was back at work at

the end of September 2011-

strong and healthy. My DC4

count came up to 609. I take

vitamin tablets and eat healthy

foods and fruits.

Now I am very strong and

healthy, even a previous bladder

problem has been cured.

MMS is magic ‘muti’. I am still

taking MMS even today. I

started with 18 drops a day and

now I am down to 1 to 3 drops a

day.

People must believe in this

‘muti’. If it was not for the

MMS, I would be counted with

the ‘death’ (dead?). I hope

everyone believes in MMS. It

can work for you, if you believe

in it and follow the programme.

MMS is my number 1 treatment.

From Sophy in South Africa

(Stephen)

A few years ago a mature

woman with full blown AIDS

was brought to our church for

prayer.My pastor asked me to

help her since I had successfully

helped other people with very

serious illnesses. Since she had

already declined to take the anti

retroviral medication on her

own accord, I put her on

Protocol 1000. I also gave her

my soft-bounce mini

trampoline. Since she could not

walk on her own, I gave

instructions for her relatives to

assist her on the trampoline

until she could bounce on her

own. She also had several

healing scriptures which she

had to read 8 times daily, just as

with the use of MMS and the

trampoline. What happened

after blew my mind...

Two weeks later a woman fitting

the description of a gym

instructor strode into our prayer

meeting. It took some

convincing to confirm that this

was the same shadow of a

woman with full blown AIDS!

We were dumbfounded: it's

TRUE!!! MMS is the real deal!!!

I knew MMS works - but not

this fast! And so thorough. That

very day she had jumped on the

trampoline for 1 1/2 hrs! She

explained that while the 1st

week was exceptionally

challenging, she percevered and

felt enormousely better at the

beginning of the 2nd week... and

she was only at 2 drops per

hour!

MMS is a stand alone

powerhouse, and makes other

protocols work incredibly

better!

(John)

I am very grateful about your

gift of MMS to the world and to

me because it has healed me

completely from Hiv-infection.

I use MMS now for over 2 years,

with fullest satisfaction. I did

the Hiv-test back in 1990 and

was put on meds in '96 and I

used them up until 2010.

Because they were killing me I

stopped taking them altogether.

But then MMS came and ever

since then I live a healthy life. I

will go on using it as long as it is

available. Thank you Jim

Humble for all you did to me.

(Lisa)

Hello, I will try to keep this

short, but my husband and I are

herbalist's in Guyana, South

America.  We have had
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enormous success with MMS.

The success started when we

were training in North Carolina.

Since being here in Guyana, it

has been difficult due to the

government's resistance to

MMS.  Mr. Jim Humble was

here himself and was no longer

welcomed when he gave his men

MMS while in the bush here and

they recovered.  I have treated

my clients for cancer, malaria,

chrohn's disease, sinuses,

herpes and some chronic pains

of unknown origin.  Two clients

who had tested positive for

HIV, reported testing negative

after taking the solution.  My

husband and I use it for the

water tanks as our water is rain

water, as well as take it on a

regular basis.

The only obstacle is the

government.  It is so needed in

this country.  Would like to

attend seminar, but this is a

poor country. I totally support

MMS and would love to be a

teacher.

(Laura)

(English translation from

Google Translate below)

Hola: me dio hiv positivo en el

1996, nunca acepte tomar los

remedios de azt ni nada, solo

me hice muchas sesiones

energeticas de tecnicas

sanadoras para curar la causa

karmica

,emocional,espiritual,eterica,y

fisica,.La tecnica que mas

recomiendo es VortexHealing y

pueden recibir las sesiones de

cualquier terapeuta a

distancia,deben buscar

terapeutas VortexHealing, pero

TAMBIEN TOMAR EL MMS,

YO LO TOMO SIEMPRE 3 O 6

GOTAS ANTES DE DORMIR,

TOME EL PROTOCOLO 1000

35 DIAS AL EMPEZAR...HACE

AÑOS, AUN NO LOGRE Q LA

CARGA VIRAL DE

INDETECTABLE NI LOS CD4

SUBAN DE 250, PERO NO

CREO MUCHO EN ESOS

ANALISIS Y SI CREO EN MI

DIA A DIA,TENGO MUCHA

ENERGIA, NUNCA TUVE

GRIPES NI RESFRIADOS,NI

NADA RARO,NI ME SENTI

ENFERMA NI DEBIL, NI DEJE

DE TRABAJAR NUNCA, AL

CONTRARIO...Y PASARON 16

AÑOS!! NUNCA ME DEJE

INFLUENCIAR POR ESA

FORMA DE DARTE LA

NOTICIA D E LOS MEDICOS Y

QUERER ELLOS HACERTE

CREER Q TENES OTRAS

ENFERMDEADES

OPORTUNISTAS PARA

ASUSTARTE, SI APARECE

OOTRA COSA TOMEN MAS

MMS Y CONTROLEN CON

ANALISIS, Y MUCHA

SANACION ENERGETICA !!

LES RECOMIENDO MIRAR

VIDEOS EN GOOGLE

"CASTILLO DE NAIPES"

"RETHINKING AIDS", "LA

ESTAFA DEL SIDA",

INFOMENSE MUCHO ANTES

DE TOMAR LOS REMDIOS DE

AZT QUE SI BAJAN LAS

DEFENSAS Y SON

VENENOS,INFORMENSE DE

LAS OPINIONES MEDICAS Y

PREMIOS NOBEL QUE

HABLAN DE ESTO.IGUAL

TOMEN LOS PROTOCOLOS

MIL DE MMS POR LAS DUDAS

Y EL MANTENIMIENTO.

Hello: I gave positive hiv in

1996, never accept taking the

remedies of azt or anything, I

just made many energetic

sessions of healing techniques

to cure the karmic, emotional,

spiritual, etheric, and physical,

the technique that I recommend

most is VortexHealing and can

receive the sessions of any

distance therapist, they should

look for VortexHealing

therapists, but ALSO TAKE

THE MMS, I ALWAYS TAKE IT

3 OR 6 DROPS BEFORE

SLEEP, TAKE THE PROTOCOL

1000 35 DAYS AT THE

BEGINNING ... YEARS AGO, I

DO NOT ACHIEVE THE VIRAL

LOAD OF INDETECTABLE OR

THE CD4 UP 250, BUT I DO

NOT BELIEVE A LOT IN

THOSE ANALYSIS AND IF I

BELIEVE IN MY DAY TO DAY,

I HAVE A LOT OF ENERGY, I

NEVER HAD ANY FLESH OR

COLD, NOTHING RARE, I DO

NOT FEEL SICK NEITHER
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WEAK, NEVER STOP

WORKING NEVER, ON THE

CONTRARY ... AND IT WAS 16

YEARS OLD !! NEVER LET ME

INFLUENCE FOR THAT WAY

OF GIVING YOU THE NEWS

OF THE DOCTORS AND WANT

THEM TO DO YOU BELIEVE

YOU HAVE OTHER

OPPORTUNIST FACILITIES

TO AFFECT YOU, IF APPEAR

ANOTHER THING, TAKE

MORE MMS AND CONTROL

WITH ANALYSIS, AND A LOT

OF ENERGETIC HEALING !! I

RECOMMEND YOU LOOKING

VIDEOS IN GOOGLE

"CASTILLO DE NAIPES"

"RETHINKING AIDS", "THE

AIDS SCAM", INFOMENSE

MUCH BEFORE TAKING THE

REMEDIES OF AZT THAT IF

THE DEFENSES ARE

LOWERED AND ARE POISON,

REPORT THE MEDICAL

OPINIONS AND NOBEL

PRIZES THAT THEY SPEAK

OF THIS. THEY TAKE THE

PROTOCOLS THOUSAND OF

MMS FOR DOUBTS AND

MAINTENANCE.

(Mark)

I was diagnosed as HIV positive

in Australia well over a year & a

half ago, the docotor who

specalized in treatment of HIV

recommended I take AZT

luckily I wasn't your average

bear and told him I would not

be going down that path &

would use MMS instead , of

course he had no idea what I

was talking about, before I go on

I want to tell you that the

phycological benefits of

knowing you have MMS to deal

with these sorts of conditions is

tremendous, the nurse was

convinced I would need

councilling, as most poor souls

simply see it as a death

sentence, and told me to make

an appointment when the truth

of my condition slammed home,

This never happened, Knowing I

could deal with the condition by

myself using MMS was a

tremendously empowering

position.

I immediately started the

protocol 1000 regime,

sometimes I missed a hour but

plugged away and actually did

over 5 to 6 weeks in the end, I

got used to drinking it neat with

water, mucking around with

juices just complicated things, I

still to this day drink it neat with

water, it's unpleasant but not

intolerable, I usually swill it in

my mouth before swallowing

just to do the teeth as well,My

energy levels and overall health

are very good with no colds flu,

or other indicators of lowered

immune efficiency showing up, I

have been fighting fit for over a

year now since I treated it with

the protocols described in the

latest e book,

I no longer consider myself HIV

positive no matter what my file

may say, I know I'm well,On

another MMS related story that

happened a few days ago, My

sister in law became afflicted

with Typhus from bad ground

water (they live next to a canal

here in Indonesia)unfortunately

I wasn't informed about her

condition until 7 days had gone

by ,but once I did find out I

went to see her next door & she

was laying on the bed in a sore

& sorry condition, I gave her 3

drop twice in 2 hours, , the next

day waking up well enough to go

to work as a teacher, I have

given here 2 follow up doses just

in case, And she has recovered

100% very quick results I would

say,

(Chris)

Hi everyone!!!!

I'm here to share some great

news: after my wife tested

NEGATIVE for HPV (already

mentioned that story here a

while ago), it was my turn:

Took the PCR (RNA) test for

HIV and guess what???

Results came

UNDETECTABLE!!!! I'm so

damn happy!!!

CD4 is still a little low, but the

doctors said the Viral Load is

THE most important thing and

now that NO virus was detected
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in my blood, he's more than

positive CD4 counts will raise.

Also, it's important to note that

I couldn't wait the three months

as recommended by Jim after

finishing the Protocol because

my doctor requested my to take

the test.

IMPORTANT: I've been on

Protocol 4000 (MMS2) for

exactly 105 days (29 days for

maintenance)....

And besides the Protocol, Faith

and Hope played real important

elements, as I prayed a lot with

each MMS capsule I took.

Maybe in three months I'll take

the elisa test, and God help me

that will test negative too!!!

For those who wanted a

testimonial, here you have it. I'll

try to copy the test results here

(sorry for the language, it's in

portuguese):

VÍRUS DA

IMUNODEFICIÊNCIA

HUMANA-1 (HIV-1),

QUANTIFICAÇÃO DO RNA

Método: Reação em cadeia da

polimerase (PCR) em tempo

real

Material: RNA extraído do

plasma

RESULTADO VALOR DE

REFERÊNCIA

INDETECTÁVEL

INDETECTÁVEL

Limite de detecção: 20

cópias/mL (34 UI/mL).

NOTA(1): Um resultado

"indetectável" indica que a

viremia está ausente

ou se encontra abaixo do limite

de detecção do teste.

NOTA(2): Este teste não deve

ser utilizado para o diagnóstico

de

infecção por HIV-1, exceto em

situações clínicas bastante

particulares.

Peace, Love and Health to

everyone!

Chris, from Brazil

(Arrowwind09)

Just a quick note. I have been

helping someone with HIV

using MMS. Today he reports

that his viral load is only 125.

Last lab was 700. He doctor says

his blood work looks almost

normal. They are astounded!

Asked him what he has been

doing and he has not told them

as of yet.

He has been doing 6 drops 2

and sometimes 3 times a day

over the past 7 weeks. He feels

great and has gained weight. We

are all very excited here!

Video Links for more

Testimonials:

Link 1 Link 2 Link 3

Link 4 Link 5 Link 6

Link 7 Link 8 Link 9

Virus

Inactivati

on 1

Virus

Inactivati

on 2 (see

pg 7)

VI 3

VI 4
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https://mmstestimonials.co/images/videos/German_-_Foot_Pain_Colds_Herpes_-_MMS_Testimonies-Hdt3sqAEm7Q.mp4
https://mmstestimonials.co/images/videos/Health_restored_from_HIV_AIDS_-_Ron_-_Protocol_1000_-_MMS_Testimonial-RKdsCQzSiTI.mp4
https://mmstestimonials.co/images/videos/Detox_Testimony_Acquaintance_on_Deathbed_-_MMS_Testimonial-YdehleIfC8k.mp4
https://mmstestimonials.co/images/videos/Successful_Treatment_of_HIV_AIDS_-_MMS_Testimonial-e20CD7QD2X4.mp4
https://mmstestimonials.co/images/videos/Detoxification_testimony_-_SPANISH_SUBTITLED-CQKRssMusNI.mp4
https://mmstestimonials.co/images/videos/HIV_AIDS_and_a_Lump_-_MMS_Testimony-aR3Ii68Z5SA.mp4
https://mmstestimonials.co/images/videos/HIV_AIDS_Cured_and_Neck_Pain_Relieved_-_MMS_Testimony-Sr1Rwz3aW8w.mp4
https://mmstestimonials.co/images/videos/MMS_-_HIV_and_AIDS-GO8NqBZKUBM.mp4
https://www.bitchute.com/video/FoXZLEhcV4fj/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BejGxrvqoorPg0YPdSsrcF8RJeOsS7FL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BejGxrvqoorPg0YPdSsrcF8RJeOsS7FL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BejGxrvqoorPg0YPdSsrcF8RJeOsS7FL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Id243_7Fw-QHoznKLnPYEu4WJ1TkTJ0e/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Id243_7Fw-QHoznKLnPYEu4WJ1TkTJ0e/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Id243_7Fw-QHoznKLnPYEu4WJ1TkTJ0e/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Id243_7Fw-QHoznKLnPYEu4WJ1TkTJ0e/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10EVCX9BL4rtt0ToXCMA59X51CQ3v6lrq/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pd3KuZLCA8S15KEJ337zKeTfL_Tvywah/view?usp=sharing

